
E degree
Store > Optical Toys Holographic Optical Bundle Kick up your next get together with this awesome holographic bundle! This special deal allows you to
mix and match Holographic Items displayed. This holographic bundle deal is ideal for stocking stuffers, birthday parties, secret giveaway bags, and just
for everyday use. Hologrpahic Wonders with this Optical Bundle to complete your special Occasion!

$23.00

Pick from any 3 of the following Bundle options. *

Contains:• 

Bundle 1: 6 Dragon Fly Scope Bundle 2: 6 Assorted Hologram Bookmarks Bundle 3: 6 Holographic Spinning Tops Bundle 4: 6 Mini-Scopes Bundle 5: 6
Holographic Yo-Yos Bundle 6: 6 Holographic Rulers Bundle 7: 2 Holographic Puzzles (6?x6?) Bundle 8: 3 Magnetic Refrigerator Frames Bundle 9: 2
Holographic Eye popper Sunglasses (Hooded Skulls, Dollar Sign, Alien Eyes, or Spider Eyes!)

Glow Discs Bundle Fun with light, but even better at night! These high quality unique Holographic glow spinning discs will amaze any spectator. All ages
will welcome the holographic fun. Just lay the holographic discs on a flat surface and spin, and watch the amazing optical effects. The visual vibrant
colors and optical effects will delight everyone! Experiment by adjusting the spinning speed and the amount of light, and new effects will appear. The
patterns on these amazing discs will be brighter even more under a black light! An assortment of unique holographic patterns with each bundle.

$20.00

Made in the USA!

Pick and Choose Any of Your Favorite 6!

Contains:

6, 4? diameter Glow Discs assorted Patterns*• 

Large Diffraction Foil Discs Holographic Optics that will amaze your eyes! This high quality magnificent Holographic spinning disc will amaze young and
old. Any age is welcome to join in on the holographic fun. Just lay the disc on any solid flat surface and spin, then step back and be prepared to be
mesmerized. The visual delight of vibrant colors and optical effects delight all! Experiment by adjusting the spinning speed and the amount of light, and
new effects will appear.

$20.00

Made in the USA!

5 Assoted Pattern Holographic Discs!=??

Contains:

6 , 4? diameter Holographic Optical Discs* =??• 

Small Diffraction Foil Discs Optics that will please your eyes! This high quality magnificent spinning disc will amaze any spectator. Any age is welcome
to join in on the holographic fun. Just apply this disc to any solid flat surface and spin, then step back and be prepared to be mesmerized. The visual
delight of vibrant colors and lights will be a huge hit with children! Experiment by adjusting the force of spinning and the degrees of lighting, and new
effects will appear.=??

$15.00

Made in the USA!

Enjoy Any 6 of These Wonderful Patterns!=??

Contains:

6 Small Holographic Discs, 2.5? diameter* Assorted optical patterns• 
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